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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in cases of equality in three basic eigenvalue inequali- 
ties: Canchy's interlacing inequalities for principal submatrices, Weyl's addi- 
tive perturbation inequalities, and the residual theorem. Our approach is 
based on the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let S 1 and S 2 be subspaces of an n-dimensional vector 
space. Then dim(S 1 A $2) = dim S 1 + dim S 2 - dim(S 1 + S 2)/> dim S 1 + 
dim S 2 - n. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let H be an n-by-n Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues 
1~1 ~ " ' °  ~ ~n and corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors x 1 . . . . .  x~. For 
any strictly increasing integer sequence 1 <~ i1 < ... < i,n <~ n and any unit 
vector x ~ Span{xil . . . . .  x J .  
Moreover, equality holds in the left-hand (respectively, right-hand) inequal- 
ity if  and only if nx  = 71~ x (respectively, nx  = ~7~ x). 
We denote the space of m-by-n complex matrices by Mm. n, and write 
M~ = M~,,,. Let X* denote the conjugate transpose of any X ~ Mm, n" All 
eigenvalues discussed are labeled in a way that makes their association with 
various matrices evident; when eigenvalues are real, they are indexed in 
increasing (nondecreasing) order. Thus, the eigenvalues of A, B, C, H, and 
K, respectively, are denoted by {oq}, { fl,}, {%}, bT~}, and {K,} respectively. For 
any given A ~M~ and o t~C,  we write g~(A;ot)={x ~C n:Ax = ax}. 
Define 8"(A) = U{8"(A; or): a is an eigenvalue of A}. Denote the nullspace 
of D ~ M,~, n by~/(D). The cardinality of any finite set S a is denoted by Idol, 
and I1" II is the Euclidean orm on C ". 
In the next two sections, we extend the ideas in [11] to obtain sufficient 
conditions for various eigenvalue inequalities to become strict. In Section 4 
we discuss generalizations of the residual theorem, including the case of 
equality. Several applications are discussed in Section 5, including eneraliza- 
tion and improvement of some eigenvalue location results for irreducible 
tridiagonal Hermitian matrices. 
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2. E IGENVALUE INTERLACING FOR PR INCIPAL  SUBMATRICES 
Throughout this section, C ~ M n is Hermitian and is partitioned as a 
2-by-2 block matrix 
A D*]  
C= D B ' A~M. , ,  B~M._m,  DeM._  . . . .  (2.1) 
with m ~ {1 . . . . .  n - 1}. We let {u 1 . . . . .  u.} denote an orthonormal set of 
eigenvectors of C, so Cu i = %u~ for i = 1 . . . . .  n; orthonormal eigenvectors 
of A are denoted by v 1 . . . . .  v m, so Av~ = a~v i for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Our first results examine cases of equality in Cauchy's classical inequali- 
ties (2.2) and (2.3) between the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix and the 
eigenvalues of its principal submatrices (see [1] or [9, Theorem 4.3.15]). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let a Hermitian C ~ M n be partitioned as in (2.1). 
(i) Let i, j ,  and k be given integers with 1 <~ i <~ j <~ k <<. m. Then 
(2.2) 
and 
otj ~< Tk+t.-m)" (2.3) 
I f  equality holds in (2 2) then d im[~(A;  a.)  fl J~D) ]  >~j - i + 1. I f  equal- . , ] 
ity holds in (2.3), then dimlY(A;  aj)  N .4/(D)] 1> k - j  + 1. 
(ii) Let J c  {1 . . . . .  m} be a given nonempty set, and assume either that 
Tk = ak fo r  all k e J  or that ak = Yk+(.-m) for  all k e~.  Then 
[U{8"(A; ak): k ~.7}] N IF(D)  contains an orthonormal set with at least 1-71 
elements. 
(iii) Under the assumptions in (ii), rank D ~< m -1-71, so D = 0 if  
J=  {1 . . . . .  m}. 
Proof. First consider all the assertions about lower bounds for aj. 
(i): Define 
fo r  , -1  . . . . .  m 
Let S 1 = Span{w 1. . . . .  wj} and S 2 = Span{ui . . . . .  u.}. Lemma 1.1 ensures 
that dim(S 1 A S 2)>~j  +(n  + 1 - i ) -n  = j - i  + 1 /> 1. Thus, there 
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exists a unit vector x ~ S l ¢q $2, which is necessarily of the form 
x= [Y0] for some unit vector y ~ Span{v 1 . . . . .  vj}. 
Lemma 1.2 ensures that y~ ~< x*Cx = y*Ay  <~ aj. I f  Yi = aj, then y~ = x*Cx 
and y*Ay  = aj. Lemma 1.2 again ensures that Cx = yi x and Ay = otjy. It 
follows that Dy = 0, so y ~ ~(A;  otj) N ¢4/(D). I f  {x 1 . . . . .  x k} c S 1 N S 2 is 
an independent set and if each x t is represented as 
then {Yl . . . . .  Yk} c ~(A ;  otj) n ~¢/(D) is also an independent set. It follows 
that dim[g'~(A; (~j) rq ~¢/(D)] I> dim(S 1 n S 2) >~j - i + 1. 
(ii): I f  we partition J into nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets according 
to the equivalence relation s ~ t defined by a s = a t, then each equivalence 
class in J corresponds to a distinct eigenvalue of A. Since eigenspaces of A 
corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal, it suffices to consider 
any given equivalence class. For such a class ~,  let j and i be the maximum 
and minimum indices in ~', respectively. Since aj = a t = y~, (i) ensures that 
~(A ;  otj) n ~4/(D) contains an orthonormal set with at least j - i + 1 ele- 
ments, and j - i + 1 >/[~1. 
(iii): We have rank D = m - dim~4/(D) ~< m - IJI- 
The assertions about upper bounds for otj now follow from applying what 
we have learned to - C. • 
REMARK 2.1. I f  equality holds in (2.2), then d im[~(A;  aj)  fq ~/(D)]  >i 1; 
a common eigenvalue of A and C is therefore associated with an eigenvector 
that has a special structure. However, consider A = [2], B = diag(1, 3), and 
D = 0 ~ M2, t. Although dim[g'~(A; 2) n ~¢/(D)] = 1, the inequalities in (2.2) 
and (2.3) are strict. 
REMARK 2.2. A different proof of the results in Theorem 2.1(ii) is in 
[14]. Combining the final assertions in Theorem 2.1(0 gives the nontrivial half 
of Corollary 3 in [12]: I f  m = n - 1 and if A and C have some eigenvalue )t 
in common, then ~(A;  )t) n ~//(D) :/: {0}. 
REMARK 2.3. The idea of proving spectral inequalities using dimension 
arguments on intersections of subspaces can be traced back to Hersch and 
Zwahlen [5, 24]. Later, Thompson and his collaborators further exploited this 
idea [21, 22]. 
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The following statements about closed and open intervals that contain 
eigenvalues of C or A now follow immediately from Theorem 2.1; sharper 
statements hat involve some knowledge of rank D are given in Corollary 5.1. 
COROLLARY 2.1. 
(2.1). 
(i) Then 
Let a given Hermitian C ~ M,  be partitioned as in 
Tk ~< °~k ~< Tk+(n-m), 
(ii) I f  2m > n, then 
k = 1 . . . . .  m. (2.4) 
ak ~< Tk+(,-m) ~< ak+(,-,,), k = 1 . . . . .  2m - n. (2.5) 
(iii) I f  g~(A) (3 ~/(D) = {0}, then all the inequalities in (i) and (ii) are 
strict. 
Thus, Cauchy's interlacing inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) are all strict if 
~(A)  f3 A/(D) is trivial, e.g., when C is tridiagonal and irreducible. 
3. EIGENVALUE INTERLACING FOR SUMS 
In this section, H, K ~ M, are Hermitian and C = H + K. The inequali- 
ties (3.1) are the classical Weyl inequalities (see [23] or [9, Theorem 4.3.7]); 
the two characterizations of the equality cases in (3.2) and (3.3) are proved in 
[20, Theorem 1.3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let i, j ,  and k be given integers with 1 <~ i <~ j ~ k <~ n. 
Then 
~/~ + K j - i+l  ~< 3'j < rlk + K j -k+. .  (3.1) 
Moreover, ~1~ + Kj_,+ 1 = "Yj i f  and only if 
~(H; rli) n ~(K; Kj_i+l) n ~(C;~j) ¢ {0}, (3.2) 
and Tj = ~?k + K j_ k +, if  and only if 
~(H;  r/k ) N ~'(K; Kj_k+,, ) N ~(C;  Tj) ¢ {0}. (3.3) 
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Thus, if ~(H;  7 h) (~ ~(K;  Kj_ i+l)  = {0}, then 7/i + Kj_i+ 1 < 3~j, and if 
~(H;  ~Tk) N ~(K;  Kj_k+ .) = {0}, then 3~j < ~k + Kj-k+n" The following re- 
sult improves Corollary (10-3-2) in [18] and is used in our proof of Theorem 
5.3. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose K has 1r positive eigenvalues, n - 7r - v zero 
eigenvalues, and v negative eigenvalues. 
(i) Let i be a given integer with v + 1 <~ i <~ n. Then ~_  ~ <~ Ti, with 
equality for  some i i f  and only i f  ~(n;  ~7~- ~) N re(K)  A g~(C; ~/~) 4: {0}. 
(ii) Let i be a given integer with 1 <~ i <~ n - 7r. Then T~ <~ ~+ ~, with 
equality for  some i i f  and only i f  ~(H;  ~i+.) N ¢44K) N g'(C; "/i) 4: {0}. 
Proof. Make the substitutions i --) i - v and j --) i in Theorem 3.1 and 
use the fact that Kv+ 1 >/0 to obtain ~Ti-v ~< ~7i-~ + Kv+ 1 ~< ~/i. Theorem 3.1 
ensures that ~i_~ + K~+ x = ~/i if and only if g'(H; r/i_ v) fq ~(K;  Kv+ 1) N 
~(C; 3~i) 4: {0}, so ~7i-~ = ~/~ if and only if ~'(H; 7/i_ ~) f3 .///(K) N 
~(C; ~/~) 4: {0}. Similar arguments may be used to prove (ii). • 
4. THE RESIDUAL THEOREM 
The residual theorem [9, Theorem 6.3.14] guarantees that a diagonalizable 
complex matrix C has an eigenvalue in a closed disc determined by the 
condition umber of a basis of eigenvectors of C and the norm of a residual 
vector Cx - 2Ix, for a given unit vector x and scalar 31. When C is normal, 
the residual theorem takes a very simple form, and there are natural 
conditions under which one or more eigenvalues must lie in a certain closed 
disc, with at least one eigenvalue in the interior of the disc. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C ~ M,  be normal, let ~ be a given k-dimensional 
subspace of  C n, let T ~ C and 8 ~ [0, oo) be scalars such that I l f x  - 3,xll ~< 8 
for  every vector x ~,  and set G =- (C - 2/I)*(C - TI). 
(i) There are at least k eigenvalues of  C in the closed disc .~(~/; 8) = 
(z ~ C : l z  - ~/I ~< s}. 
(ii) I f  there is no eigenvalue of  C in the open disc 
~0(r ;s )  - {z ~ C : tz -  rt < s},  
then S°  c ~(G; 82). 
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Proof. Let ~/1 . . . . .  ~/, be the eigenvalues of C (including multiplicities). 
(i): The Hermitian matrix G has eigenvalues I~/1 - ~/I z, . . . .  I~/n - ~/I 2. 
Since x*Gx <~ 82x*x for all x ~S a, Theorem 4.3.21 of [9] ensures that at 
least k eigenvalues of G are not greater than 82. 
(ii): Write C = UFU*, where U is unitary and F = diag(~/1 . . . .  , ~'n). For 
any unit vector x ~S~, let U*x = ~ = [~].  If  all I'f~ - "Yl >/ 8, then 
82 >1 IlCx - ~xll~=ll(r - ~t)¢ll 2= ~ Iv,- ~12 I~, I ~ 
i=1  
>/ ~821~,1 ~=8 ~, 
i=1  
so ~i = 0 whenever Iyi - yl 4 :8  and hence Gx = 82x. 
Assertion (i) of the theorem reduces to the classical residual theorem for 
normal matrices when k = 1. If d im[~th  ~(G;  82)] < k, assertion (ii) of 
the theorem ensures that there is at least one eigenvalue of C in the open 
disc ~0(~;  8). A residual theorem for Hermitian matrices now follows by 
specialization. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let C ~ M n be Hermitian, let S°c  C" be a given 
k-dimensional subspace, and let ~ ~ R and 8 ~ [0, oo) be scalars such that 
I l f x  - ~/xll ~< 8 for every unit vector x ~9 ~. 
(i) There are at least k eigenvalues of C in the closed interval 
[~-  8,~+ a]. 
(ii) I f  dim[Safh ~( (C  -- y i ) z ;  8~)] < k, then there is' an eigenvalue of 
C in the open interval (~ - 8, y + 8). 
The result in Corollary 4.1(i) about eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix in a 
closed interval is noted in [8, Lemma 2]. 
5. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE BASIC THEOREMS 
We now give several applications of the basic results in the preceding 
sections. The first, a known result about the diagonal entries and eigenvalues 
of a Hermitian matrix, uses our identification of the case of equality in 
Cauchy's inequalities. 
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THEOREM 5.1. I f  C = [c~j] ~ M~ is Hermitian, then 
Cl l  -t- " "  -{-C . . . .  ~ 3"1 -1- " ' "  -{- 3'm (5.1) 
fo r  every m = 1 . . . . .  n, with equality fo r  m = n. Equality holds fo r  some 
m ~ {1 . . . . .  n - 1} /f and only i f  C = A • B fo r  some nermit ion A ~ M,,, 
with eigenvalues 3"1 . . . . .  3",,~ and some Hermitian B ~ Mn_m, all of  whose 
eigenvalues lie in the interval [ %,  o¢). 
Proof. The case m = n is trivial, so consider any given m ~ { 1 . . . . .  n - 
1}. Part it ion C as in (2.1), denote the eigenvalues of A by a~ ~ "" ~< a, , ,  
and note that Cll + ... +c  ..... = tr A = oq + ... +or m. Theorem 2.1(0 en- 
sures that a k >~ 3"k for k = 1 , . . . ,  m, so c n + "-" +c  ...... = a I + "" +a,, ,  >/ 
3"1 + "'" + 3"m, which is the desired inequality. I f  equality holds, then a k = 3"k 
for all k = 1 . . . . .  m, so Theorem 2.1(iii) ensures that D = 0. The hypotheses 
ensure that the increasingly ordered eigenvalues of B are 3',,, +1 . . . . .  %, and 
3'm+ 1 > 3'rn" The converse is clear. • 
REMARK 5.1. The majorization inequal it ies (5.1) are due to Schur [19]. 
The equal ity case has been  observed by Miranda [17], Li [15], and Fu  and 
Markham [2]. 
Our  second application involves the cases of equality in Cauchy's inequal i -  
ties and the residual theorem. We consider a given normal  or Hermit ian 
C ~ M,  part i t ioned as a 2-by-2 block matrix. I f  we know the eigenvalues of a 
diagonal block, and if we have a bound on the rank of an off-diagonal block, 
what can be said about the eigenvalues of the whole matrix? 
THEOREM 5.2. Let a normal C ~ M~ be partitioned as 
C = B ' A ~ Mm, B ~ M~_ .... D, F ~ M,_  ....... 
fo r  some m ~ {1 . . . . .  n -  1}. Suppose rank D~<r<m,  and let k 
{1 . . . . .  m - r} and scalars 3, ~ C and ~ ~ [0, o¢) be given. Suppose J c  C m 
is a subspace of  dimension at least r + k such that II A~ - 3'~ II < ~ fo r  every 
unit vector ~ ~ J.. 
(i) d im[3-A  ~¢/(D)] > k. 
(ii) There are at least k eigenvalues o f  C in 
a)  - {= e c :  Iz - 3'I a}.  
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(iii) I f  there is no eigenvalue of C in -~0(Y; 6) = {z ~ C: [z - T] < 8}, 
then 
Y-n~r(D)  cS~((A  - T I ) * (A  - y I ) ;8  2) A~(F(A  - T I ) ) .  
(iv) I f  dim[8~(A; A) n .//(D)] < k for some A ~ C, then dim 8~(A; A) 
<k +r .  
Proof. Since d im~-+ dimvV(D) >/ (r  + k) + (m - r) = m + k, 
Lemma 1.1 ensures that d im[ Jn  ,/F(D)] >~ k, and so 
has dimension at least k. Let x ~ ~ be any unit vector, and compute 
Assertion (ii) now follows from Theorem 4.1(i). 
Under the additional assumption i  (iii), Theorem 4. l(ii) now tells us that 
[00fl ,,>,: ,,>, ]
F(A  - " 
Thus, ~ ~¢4/(F(A - TI)) and (A - TI)*(A - TI)~: = 8z~, as asserted. 
Finally, Lemma 1.1 and the assumption i  (iv) ensure that 
k>d im[~(A;  A) n vr (D)]  >~ dim ~(A;  A) + dimJV(D) - m 
>/ d img' (A ;A)  + (m-r )  -m 
and hence k + r > dim 8"(A; A). • 
Most of the assertions of the following useful result for Hermitian 
matrices now follow from Theorem 5.2 by specialization. Notice the improve- 
ments achieved for the eigenvalue inclusion intervals described in Corollary 
2.1(ii) and (iii). 
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COROLLARY 5.1. 
C= B 
for  some m ~ {1 , . . . ,n  - 1}. Suppose r =- rank D <m,  
( l  . . . . .  m - r} be given. 
( i )  Each of the m - r - k + 1 closed intervals 
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Let a Hermitian C ~ M n be partitioned as 
, A ~ B ~ D Mm,  M,_~,  M._ (5.2) 
and let k 
[0/1, 0/r+k ], [0/2, 0/r+k + l] ,  ' '  " , [ 0 /m-r -k  + l, 0/m] 
contains at least k eigenvalues of  C. In particular, each of  the m - r + 2 
closed intervals 
(--O0, (3/1] ' [0/1, 0/1+r]' [0/2' 0/2+r] . . . . .  [0~m-r,  o/m], [ O~m, O0) 
contains at least one eigenvalue of  C. 
(ii) I f  ~(A)  f3 ~//(D) = {0}, then each of  the m - r + 2 open intervals 
(- -~, 0/1), (0/1, 0/l+r), (0/2, 0/2+r) . . . . .  (0/m--r, O~m), (o/m, ~) 
is nonempty and contains at least one eigenvalue of  C. 
(iii) In particular, i f  n >~ 2, m = n - 1, and no eigenvector of  A is 
orthogonal to D*, then the eigenvalues of  C are distinct and are strictly 
inter lacedbytheeigenvaluesof A: 71 < 0/1 < ~/2 < "'" < "Yn-I < Oln-1 < ~tn" 
Proof. The assertions about the intervals (-0% 0/1], [0/m '~), (--0% 0/1) ,
and (0/m, OQ are in Theorem 2.1(i) and Corollary 2.1(iii), so we need to 
consider only the remaining intervals. Let i ~ {1 . . . . .  m - r - k + 1} be 
given. Using the notation of Theorem 5.2, let F = D, y = (a  s + 
oq+r+k_ l ) /2 ,  and ~ = (0 / i+r+k- I  - -  0/ i ) / /2 .  Let {vl . . . . .  vr+k} c C m be an 
orthonormal set such that Avj = 0/i+j_ll)j for j = 1 . . . . .  r + k, and set 
J~  Span{v 1. . . . .  Vr+k}. I f  S ~ ~ ~Y-is any unit vector, write ¢ = ~1vl + "" + 
Cr+kV,+k and compute 
r+k r+k 
I IA¢-  ~/~11 g = E I~j 1 10/,+j - ,  - E 16 1 = 
j=l j=l 
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Since all the eigenvalues of C are real, Theorem 5.2(ii) ensures that there are 
at least k eigenvalues of C in ~(7 ;6)  n R --- [7 -  6 ,3~+ 6] = 
[Ogi, a t+r+k_ l ]  , as asserted in (i). 
Now assume that ~(A)  n JF(D) = {0}, let i ~ {1 . . . . .  m - r} be given, 
and take k = 1. Theorem 5.2(iv) ensures that dim ~(A;  a~) < r + 1, so 
ai+ r > a~ and 6 > 0. Suppose there is no eigenvalue of C on ~0('Y; 6) n 
R = (a~, a,+~), and notice that there are exactly two points in the boundary 
of ~(7 ;  6) n R: a i and ai+ r. Theorem 5.2(0 and (iii) ensure that there is a 
unit vector 
¢ ~ ~( (A  - 3,1r)z; 6 2) r i f t (D)  n f f (F (A  - TI)) 
= [~(A;  a , )  + ~(A;  a ,+r)  ] n JY'(D) nX(D(A-  7 I ) ) .  
Write ~= ~1wl + ~2wz, where I~ll ~ + 1~212 = 1, e I ~ ~(A;  ai), w 2 
~'(A; ai+r), {wl, w 2} is an orthonormal set, D~ = ~lDWl  --I- ~2Dw2 = 0, 
and D(A  - 3 ' I )£  = - -6~lDwl  + 6£2Dw2 = 0. Since 6 q= 0, it follows that 
£1Dwl = £2Dwz = 0, and since not both of E1 and £2 can be zero, either 
Dw I = 0 or Dw 2 = 0. But neither identity is consistent with the assumption 
that ~' (A)  n ~4Z(D) = {0}, so we conclude that there must be an eigenvalue 
of C in (a~, a i+r). 
Finally, if n >/3 and m = n - 1, then r = 1 < m and the condition 
~'(A)  n ~¢/{ D) = {0} is exactly the statement hat no eigenvector of A is 
orthogonal to the vector D* ~ C n- l; using (ii), at least one eigenvalue of C 
is in each of n disjoint open intervals, so each interval contains exactly one 
eigenvalue of C. I f  n = 2, the assertion follows from Corollary 2.1(iii). • 
Theorem 4 in [7] considers the special case rank D = 1 = k in Corollary 
5.1 and obtains the eigenvalue inclusion result for the closed intervals in this 
case; [6] is a generalization to the case in which D has arbitrary rank. Our 
results refine those of [6] and [7] to give multiple eigenvalue inclusion results 
for closed intervals and inclusion results for open intervals. Corollary 5.1(ii) 
generalizes Theorem 1 in [7], which deals with irreducible tridiagonal 
Hermitian matrices. 
Our third application combines the cases of equality in Cauchy's and 
Weyl's inequalities. We consider a Hermitian matrix C that is partitioned as 
in (5.2), and write C = H + K, where H = A • B. In divide-and-conquer 
methods for computing eigenvalues, it is important o know how the eigenval- 
ues of C are related to those of H, and that is what we consider in our final 
theorem. 
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It is useful to recall an observation of Jordan [13, pp. 38-41] (see also [10, 
Problem 2, Section 3.0], [9, Theorem 7.3.7]): I f  the positive singular values of 
a nonzero D ~ M,,_ ..... are o- 1 >~ ... >~ o- r > 0, then the algebraically or- 
dered eigenvalues of 
are  K 1 = -0"  1 ~ . . .  ~ K r = -0.'r, Kr+ 1 . . . . .  I£n_ r = 0 ( i f2 r  < n), and 
K,_r+ 1 = 0-~ ~< "'" ~< K, = O" 1. The following result gives bounds for the 
eigenvalues of C that can be especially attractive if D has small rank or small 
norm.  
THEOREM 5.3. Let  a Hermit ian C ~ M,, be part i t ioned as 
c=[A 0"] 
D B ' A~M .... B EM,_m,  D~M n_ . . . . .  
wi th m ~ {1 . . . . .  n - 1}. Assume that r = rank D >~ 1, and let 0-1 >1 "'" >~ 
0-r > 0 denote the posit ive s ingular values o f  D. Wr i te  C = H + K, where 
H =- A • B, so {vii . . . . .  ~7,} = {~1 . . . . .  ~m} U { fll . . . . .  fl,,_,,~] ( including 
multipl icites),  K i =- -K , _ i+  1 =- -0 - i  fo r  i=  1 . . . . .  r, and Kr+ 1 . . . . .  
Kn_r  = 0 i f  2 r  <n.  
(i) T h r ~ ~1i fo r  all i=  r + 1 . . . . .  n and 3~ <~ ~+~ for  all i=  
1 . . . . .  n - r, w i th  strict inequal ity in all cases i f  
~(A)  A JK (D)  = {0} and 3~(B)  AJY'(D*)  = {0}. (5.3) 
In part icular,  i f  2 r  < n, then ~/i ~ [~?i-r, ~?i+r] fo r  all i = r + 1 . . . . .  n - r, 
wi th % ~ (~ i - r ,  ~?i+r) fo r  all i = r + 1 . . . . .  n - r i f  (5.3) holds. 
(ii) Let j  E {1 . . . . .  n} be given. Then ~/j >~ max{~?~ + Kj_,+I: 1 ~< i ~<j}, 
with strict inequality i f  
~'(a )  A~(D*D)  = {0} and g ' (B)  A~(DD*)  = {0}. (5.4) 
Moreover,  ~/j >1 max{+/i - o)_i+l: max{l, j - r + 1} ~< i ~<j}, with strict in- 
equality i f  
~(A)  N~(D*D)  = {0} or ~(B)  A~(DD*)  = {0}. (5.5) 
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(iii) Let j  ~ {1 . . . . .  n} be given. Then yj <~ min{rlk + Kj_k+~: j <~ k <<, n}, 
with strict inequality if  (5.4) holds. Moreover, yj <~ min{'ok + o'k_j+l: j ~< 
k ~< min{n, j + r - 1}}, with strict inequality if (5.5) holds. 
Proof. Since K has exactly r negative eigenvalues, Corollary 3.1(i) 
ensures that rl~_ r ~< % for all i = r + 1 . . . . .  n; equality holds for some i 
only if there is a nonzero x ~ C" such that 
x = [Y]  E~' (H ;T l i _ r )  fq~4F(K) (~ ' (C ;Y i ) ,  y EC m, z EC ' - " .  
(5.6) 
A computation shows that (5.6) implies that y E 8~(A; r/i_ r) ¢q/t/(D) and 
z ~ 8~(B; ~- r )  7~ ,4/(D*). I f  (5.3) holds, then both y = 0 and z = 0, which 
means that the conditions (5.3) are sufficient to ensure that r h r < "Yi" A 
similar argument using Corollary 3.1(ii) shows that Ti ~< ~7~+r for "all i = 
1 . . . . .  n - r and that the conditions (5.3) are sufficient to ensure that all 
Yi < r/i + r- This proves (i). 
The first inequality in (ii) is a restatement of the first inequalities in (3.1). 
Suppose the vector 
satisfies Hx = Ax and Kx = tzx for some A,/z ~ I~. Then Ay = Ay, Bz = 
Az, Dy = tzz, and D*z = txy, so D*Dy = Iz2y and DD*z = tz2z. If  (5.4) 
holds, then both y and z are zero, so ~(H)  ~ ~(K)  = {0} and (3.2) ensures 
that Tj > ~7i + K j_,+l for all i = 1 . . . . .  j .  I f  we now restrict attention to the 
indices i ~ {max{1, j - r+  1} . . . . .  j}, then each Kj ~+1 = -o )  i+l <0"By  
setting tz = -o)_ i+ 1 in the preceding argument, we obtain Ay = Ay, 
Bz =hz ,  z = -D  / t r  i i+1 = -D 'z~% Y - , Y -~+1, D*Dy=~i+~Y,  and 
DD*z = ~i+lz .  I f  (5.5) holds, then both y and z are zero, and (3.2) 
ensures that yj > r h - o)_ i+ 1" The argument for (iii) is similar, starting with 
the second inequalities in (3.1) and (3.3). • 
REMARK 5.9.. Note that ~4/ (D)=/F (D*D)c  ~(D*D) ,  so (5.4) is a 
stronger condition than (5.3). 
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A special case to which many of the preceding results may be applied is 
that of a Hermitian tridiagonal irreducible (sometimes called unreduced) 
matrix, for which no eigenvector has a zero first or last entry. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Using the notation o f  Theorem 5.3, assume that C is 
tridiagonal and irreducible. Suppose n >1 3 and m ~ {1 . . . . .  n - 1}, and 
write D = [d~j] ~ M,_  . . . .  so that dij 4 :0  only i f  i = 1 and j = m, and 
o'1 = Idl, m]. 
(i) I f  2 <~ m <~ n - 1, then each interval (a i ,  as+l), i = 1 . . . . .  m - 1 
contains at least one eigenvalue o f  C. I f  m = n - 1, then all the eigenvalues 
o f  C are strictly interlaced by the eigenvalues o f  A. 
(ii) Ti E (vii_l, 'qi+x) fo r i  = 2 . . . . .  n - l. 
(iiia) yj < aj fo r  all j = 1, , m and yj </3j  fo r  aU j = 1 . . . . .  n - m, 
so yj < min{aj,/3j} fo r  a l l j  = l i l . . ,m in{m,  n -m}.  
Ol. n +m fo r  all j = n - m + i n and y >/3  m fo r  all (iiib) yj > j . . . . . .  J :i- 
j = m + 1 . . . . .  n so Tj > max{otj-n+m, ~3j-m} fo r  a l l j  = max{m, n - m} + 
l~...,n. 
(iv) % ~ (vii - o'l, vii + o'l) fo r  all i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
(v) Yl ~ (min{ax, /31} -- °'l, min{ax,/31}) = (771 -- °"1, vix), "/~ ~ (vii -- 
o-1, vii + o-x) A (vi i - l ,  tie+l) fo r  all i = 2 . . . . .  n - 1, and T, ~ 
max{otto,/3.-m}, max{am,/3.-m} + o-x) = (7/., VI. + o'1). 
Proof. The key observations are that gQ(A) A ~V(D) = {0} and $' (B)  fq 
A / (D*)={0},  g~(A) OS"(D*D)  ={0} if 2~<m ~<n-  1, and g' (B)  N 
g ' (DD*)  = {0} if 1 ~< m ~< n-  2. The assertions in (i) now follow from 
Corollary 5.1(ii) and (iii); (ii) follows from Theorem 5.3(0; (iiia, b) follow from 
Corollary 2.1(iii); (iv) follows from Theorem 5.3(ii) and (iii); and (v) combines 
elements of (ii), (iiia, b), and (iv). • 
The irreducible Hermitian matrix C = H + K with 
H = [~ ~] and K = [~ ~] 
hasT1 =0,  T2 =2,~1 = ~72 = 1= oq =/31, K 1 = -1 ,  and K 2 = 1= o-pit  
illustrates why we require n ~> 3 in (iv) and (v) of the preceding corollary: 
0 = "/1 ~ (~71 - o-l, ~71 + o'1) = (0, 2), which violates (iv), and 0 = Yl 
(7/1 - °'1, VII) = (0, 1), which violates (v). The problem here is that no 2-by-2 
Hermitian matrix can satisfi¢ (5.5). 
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The results in Corollary 5.2(i) are obtained in [7, Theorem 1], which 
employs recursion formulae for characteristic polynomials. For m = n - 1, 
the results in Corollary 5.2(i) are the classical Sturm sequence property [3, 
Theorem 8.4.1]. Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.2(v) generalize and sharpen 
results in [16, Theorem 3.1], which are based on investigations of characteris- 
tic polynomials. 
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